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Bison football to take on
the Henderson State
Reddies Saturday
at First Security Stadium
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"Fiddler on the Roof" Opens Tonight
Audience
Favorite
Returns To
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JEFF MONTGOMERY/Public Relations

Seniors Katie Casey and Daniel Wade, in the roles of Tzeitel and Motel, dance around friends and family at the wedding scene during the Tuesday
night dress rehearsal. "Fiddler on the Roof," set in the village of Anatevka in the pre-Revolutionary Russia, originally opened on Broadway in September 1964.
together," Frye said. "I very much
enjoyed the pro~ and one ofthe
reasons is [that] we have such a
cross-generation."
The cast members of "Fiddler
on the Roof' range in age from
two to over 60 and it has been

great to watch actors of all ages,
backgrounds and maturity levels
blend together to work on the
show, Frye said.
On the other hand, there has
been some concern among the
Harding communjty because not

all roles in "Fiddler" were given
to studeqfs, Gilben said.
"I think there might be a linle
controversy because there are
adults in the musical and some
students might feel that's an
opportunity taken away from a

student," Gilbert said.
Gilbert ai h h s been involved in theater for a long time,
and this is the first production
in which the actors playing her
parents are the same age as her
actual mother and father.
see MUSICAL page 3A
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Harding University's fall musical, "Fiddler on the Roof," opens
tonight at 8 p.m. and another
performance will be held tomorrow at the-same time.
Though "Fiddler on the Roof'
is a show Harding has produced
four times in the past, Dottie Frye,
instructor and director of Pied
Pipers and Spring Sing, said she
feels it is a great musical to repeat.
Frye is playing the role ofmother
and wife, Golda, a role she played
. nearly 20 years ago.
"I think it's one ofthe strongest
musicals written, to tell you the
truth," Frye said. "The music and
the script itself, the story, are both
equally strong, which is not always
the case in musical theater."
This musical has a story Une
that people can learn from, senior
Megan Gilbert said. Gilbert plays
the middle daughter, Chava.
"I think [Fiddler on the Roof
is a musical] that people relate to
really well and can identify with,"
Gilbert said 'Tuey love the musical
because they love the story."
There are some people who
are very familiar with the show
and are very excited to see it,
Frye said.
"We have had a blast putting it
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Harding To Heritage Dedication
Host Strolling
For The Cure
MELISSA MCDONALD
assistant copy editor

"Breast cancer survivors
share a kindred spirit. We
are sisters who have been
there to support each other
through the chemotherapy and
radiation to fight this disease."

Harding University will host
Strolling for the Cure on Oct. 28,
the first event of its kind benefiting the Susan G. Komen Breast
TERESA MCLEOD
Cancer Foundation. Similar to
disabilities director
the annual Race for the Cure,
the event encourages individuals to stroll around the Harding
campus and wecomes rarents to type ofawareness and opportunity
participate with smal children to our young women who attend
Harding to know more about
m strollers.
. Liz Howell, director of alurrmi breast health."
Louise Ganus, wife ofOiancellor
relations, is the pioneer of this
event. Howell said she approached Clifton Ganus, and Leah Burks,
the Ko men Arkansas Foundation wife ofpresident David Btµ"ks, will
with the idea for the Stroll; she said lead the stroll through campus.
she was inspired to do so because TeresaMcLeod, disabilities direcJEFF MONTGOMERY/Public Relations
of her personal connection to .tor, will lead the survivors group.
many women who have banled All three women are breast cancer Dr. Mark Elrod, professor of political science, teaches his honors Western political thought class Sept. 25 in front
the disease.
survivors.
of the new globe at the lobby of the Heritage. The globe features the Great Commission found in Mark 16:15.
"Because I know many women
McLeod, a 17-year survivor,
whose lives have been touched said she has participated in Race
by breast cancer, I feel a stron~ for the Cure in Little Rock for
calling to support this cause, ' years with her mother, sister and ANDREA THORNTON
signature building on campus.
"The Heritage is the signature
Howell said.
daughters. She said she is grateful
It's where we hold conferences,
assistant
news
editor
building on campus. It's where
Howell said she knows several for the event to raise awarenes.5 as
where the prospective students we hold conferences, where the
women at her church affected by well as money for a cure.
go, where the visitors center is prospective students go, where
Today
at
3
p.m.,
the
new
breast cancer, including Barbara
The most important aspect of
the visitors center is and we
Montgomery, the wife of Ray the event is the common bond Heritage Chapel is being dedi- and we needed it to be welcomMontgomery, president and among the participants, McLeod cated to James H . and Bonnie ing .. . [we are dedicating the
needed it to be welcoming ...
chapel] to them because of their
Cone.
CEO ofWhite County Medical said.
[we are dedicating the chapel]
long
service to Harding."
The Cones, who are the
Center, whom she met when she
to them because of their long
"Breast cancer survivors share a
Burks said the building will
worked there prior to coming to kindred spirit," McLeod said. ''We grandparents ofsenior Alex Cone
service to Harding."
Harding.
are sisters who have been there to and alunu:ius Patrick Cone, have remain the Mabee Heritage Center;
DAVID BURKS
Howell, who was also on· the support each other through the been associated with Harding only the chapel is being dedicated
president
planning committee for the Race chemotherapy and radiation to fight for many years. The late James to the Cones. But the changes
for the Cure in Linle Rock, said this disease. Suffering is inevitable, Cone was Chairman of the Board in the Heritage reach far beyond
the purpose of the Stroll is multi- but hope helps us thrive for one of Directors for 10 years, and the new chapel. Changes include
The seats are old and the color
faceted.
another. We agonize over the loss his wife, Bonnie, has been very a north entrance, a new lobby,
scheme doesn't go at all, but ir
"Strolling for the Cure provides ofa mother, sister or friend and we
the
chapel,
two
new
conference
involved
in
Associated
Women
may not be for a year or two."
hope and support for those who honor those loved ones dearly in
rooms,
two·
dining
rooms
and
Harding
(AWH)
.
for
One of the reasons for the
are battUng the disease and cre- our memories as we walk or stroll
updates
in
the
hotel.
"It
was
always
a
dream
that
expansion
of the Heritage on
ates awareness for all women for for the cure. At the same time, we
"About
the
only
thing
that
James
and
I
shared
to
have
this
the
south
side,
Bw-ks said, was to
early detection," Howell said. continue to bond as we celebrate
hasn't
changed
is
the
auditorium,"
of
facility,"
President
David
kind
open
it
up
to
the
front lawn.
"The Komen Foundation is very our own individual recoveries."
see DEDICATION page 3A
Burks said. "The Heri~e is the Burks said. "We will update it.
see STROLL page 3A
excited that we are offering this

Heritage Chapel To Be Dedicated To Cones
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HAPPENINGS
SATURDAY 10.28

SUNDAY 10.29

MONDAY 10.30

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27, 2006
TUESDAY 10.31

WEDNESDAY 11.1

THURSDAY 11 .2

FRIDAY11.3

Extraordinary Ways To
Serve Your Country
Ifyou are the typical

WEEKLY WINDOW

Or. MARK ELROD

college student, there probably
came a time in your senior
year of high school that your
mailbox started filling up with
recruitment brochures from
colleges.
At our house, the
the U.S. Marine Corps a few
effectiveness of those materials
weeks ago, which included
started to nose-dive many
this observation on the cover:
months ago. My son, a high
"There are few opportunities to
school senior, now give-.s most
do something extraordinary for
of them a cursory glance just
your country."
before he pitches them into a
As a general rule, I don't
box we maintain specifically for pick fights with people who
that purpose.
buy their bullets by the truckIt's possible that one of those load, but I think the Marines
college recruitment brochures
are wrong. Enlisting in the
is the reason why .
Marine Corps may be
you are attending
one way for a young
The actual list
Harding right now.
person to do something
of extraordinary extraordinary for
I want you to know
things that an
that I appreciare i.t.
his or her country,
American can do but the actual list of
Giving those of us
is extensive.
who teach here four
extraordinary things
(or more) years of
that an American can
your life was a big
do is extensive. That list
decision - we all know that
might include:
there were many ocher options
•Volunteering at a food
available to you.
bank, homeless shelter or
Some of the materials my
free clinic
son gets in the mail every day
• Teaching someone to read
give a fairly accurate description
as pare of an adult literacy
of the colleges they represent.
progran1
But, like most advertisements,
• Volw1teering with the
their primary purpose seems to
Red Cross, AmeriCorps or
be to characterize the product
similar organization.
as the best that can be offered.
•Giving your life to a
My son also gets
ministry or charity
occasional reminders from the
• Teaching in a low-income,
Departmenr of Defense that he
inner-city school district.
might wane to consider military
• Voting or running for
service afi:er graduation. Like
office
most colleges, they are always
Somewhere along the way,
looking for the best and the
we have all allowed the myth
brighresr.
ro perpetuate that military
Military recruiters are
service is the noblest way for
aggressive and have monthly
an American to do something
quotas co fill. That task has
for his or her country. This is,
been made easier in recent
in my opinion, a rather narrow
years as a result of legislation
view of extraordinary national
that gives military recruiters
service. h aillo 1lnlplies that ·
unprecedented access to the
anything else an American does
names and addresses of high
to make this country a better
school seniors.
place is of lesser importance.
The Military Recruiter
On top of that, it places
Access Enhancement Act,
those of us who believe in nonwhich is, ironically, a provision
militaristic forms of resolving
of the No Child Left Behind
conflicts in the position of
Act (2001 ), specifies that federal having to say, "What about
educational-assistance funds
me.;>''
can be denied to any public
Former presidenr and
school that does not allow the
veteran, George H.W. Bush,
Department of Defense access
put it this way: "We all have
to secondary school students.
something to give. So if
Based on what I've seen
you know how to read, find
coming to our house in the
someone who can't. Ifyou've
mail, colleges could learn a
got a hammer, find a nail."
lot from military recruitment
Finding a nail for your
brochures. Most of them make
hammer may not require
four years of military service
putting on a w1iform, but it's
look like a lot more fun than
still extraordinary.
four more years of education.
DR.MARK ELROD is a professor of political
But I was a little taken
science.
Hecan be contacted at elrod@
aback by the recruitment
harding.edu
advertisement that we got from

Faculty
Voice

IN &OUT: NEWS TO KNOW
AP Photographer Kidnapped And Released

NFL Plans To Go Global in 2007

An Associated Press photographer was kidnapped in
Gaza Tuesday. Emilio Morenatti, a 37-year-old from Jerez,
Spain, was captured by gunmen outside his apartment.
Morenatti said he was held
blindfolded and disguised as a
woman while being transported
between the houses where he
was held. H e was turned over to
the Farah party that same day,
unharmed but having suffered
"anguished moments," he said.
The photographer had been
covering the conflict in Lebanon
and had been in Gaza since Sunday.
MORENATTI
Morenatti has been stationed in
Jerusalem since April 2005 and
covered the 2006 World C up in Germany.
The abduction has been denounced by the Palestinian
government, which is led by the Islamic party H amas.

The National Football League
announced Tuesday that it will
stage two regular season games each
year overseas starting in 2007.
The prime locations in which to
develop an international presence
for the NFL are Europe, Mexico
and Canada, they believe.
NFL club owners approved
the proposal in New Orleans at a
'
league meeting.
According to NFL commissioner
Roger Goodell, this motion is a
response to "the tremendous and growing interest in the
NFL around the world."
H e also said the ownecs believe this will help increase
the popularity of the sport worldwide.
The first regular season game outside the United States
was in 2005 in Mexico City. The Arizona Cardinals and
San Francisco 49ers game in the Azceca Stadium attracted
a crowd of 103,467 , the largest in NFL history.
The league has already been scheduling pre-season games
outside the United States and has a pre-season game scheduled for Beijing next year.

~urt

Local Election·s
Candidates for Nov. 7 Eledion:
U.S. Congress (2nd District)
Vic Snyder (0), Andy Mayberry (R)

Governor

Mike Beebe (D), Jim Lendoll (Gt Rod Bryan (I},
. Asa Hutchinson (R), Michael Jones (WI), Gene Mason (WI)

Lt Governor
Bill Halter (D),Jim Noh (R)

Attorney Generol
Dustin McDaniel (O), Rebekah Kennedy (G), Gunner Delay (R)

S.ec. of State
Charlie Donie1s (D), Ralph 'Marty' Scully (G), Jim Lagrone (R)

State Treas.
Martha AShoffner (D), Chris Morris (R), Brock Carpenter (G) ,

White Co. Judge
Waylon Heathscott (O), Michael Lincon (R), Dennis Gillam (I)

White Co. Sheriff
Mayor

Pat Garrett (D), Ricky Shourd (R), Ed Thornton (I}
~
Belinda Laforce (D), Dole Brewer (R), Philip Williams (I)

Cobain Dethrones Elvis In Earnings

Nirvana frontman Kurt Cobain topped the Forbes.com
list of top-earning dead celebrities, which was released
Tuesday. Cobain bumped long-time king of the chart,
Elvis, to the No. 2 slot.
The ranking is based on licensing deals for using the
deceased celebrities' work or image. According to Forbes.
com, Cobain made $50 million between Oct. 2005 and
O ct. 2006. Elvis made only $42
million.
In the five previous publications
of the list, Cobain has n ever
appeared, and Elvis has always
been on top.
The change is due primarily to
Cobain's widow Courtney Love,
who sold 25-percent of the group's
catalog to Primary Wave M usic
Publishing. Primary Wave intends
to use Nirvana songs in TV shows COBAIN
and commercials, they said to
Forbes.com. One program in the works is a "CSI: Miami"
episode using only Nirvana songs. The TV producers have
been restricted from references co suicide or drug use in
episodes using Nirvana songs.
Primary Wave said they are concerned with upholding
C obain's iconic status and will be careful in choosing
products' to associate with him. They also said they are
concerned with the reaction of long-time fans who recall
his anti-commercial attitude so clearly exemplified in his
famo us "Corporate Magazines Still Suck" T-shirt on the
cover of Rolling Stone.
Other celebrities on the Forbes.com list were Charles
Schulz (creator of Peanuts), John Lennon, Albert Einstein
(thanks to "Baby Einstein"), Andy Warhol, Theodore
Geisel (Dr. Seuss), Ray C harles, Marilyn Monroe, Johnny
Cash, }.R.R. Tolkien, George Harrison and Bob Marley.

Full-Face Transplant To J'ake Place In UK
British surgeons go t the OK Wednesday from the
National H ealth Service Ethics Board to perform the
world's first full-face transplant.
The UK Face Transplant team at the Royal Free Hospital
in London plans to do four transplants. The group is now
in a selection process for patients. The candidates are
people whose faces have been destroyed by fire, infection
or accident.
The head of the team, Peter Butler, said his team has
developed psychological and surgical criteria by which to
select the patients.
The surgeons invoJved said they are highly concerned
about the psychological effects such a procedure will have
on the patients.
Chris Cady of the British Association of Plastic,
Reconstructive and Aesthetic Surgeons (BAPRAS) called
the transplant a "holy grail for plastic surgeons."
A partial face transplant was performed in France last
year on a woman who had been mauled by her dog. She
received a new nose, lips and chin.
The new face is not expected to look like the donor's
because of the different bone structures, and the recipient
will be required to take medication long-term to keep his
or h er body from rejecting the new tissue.
There are many risks involved in the surgery. Due to
the amount of tissue that must be removed in surgery,
if the procedure does not work, the patient will be more
disfigured than before. Also, the immunosuppressants are
carcinogens.
. The surgery is expected to cost at least
£25,000 ($46,940).
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Musical: Family, Community Focus In Story

Lecture Series Of Authors

CONTINUED from page 1

CRAIG RAINBOLT/The Bison

Children's author Mary Casanova lectures to an audience of teachers Oct. 21 in the Jim Bill Mclnteer
Center and Bible and World Missions.

"The experience cannot be for me as a young actor to learn
compared to playing opposite a from them."
20-year-old college student; it is
Senior Kacie Casey, who plays
not the same," Gilbert said. "It's Tzeicel, is excited co share with
not just about saying the lines; it's ochers what the cast has been
about creating a real relationship working on for several months,
on stage that, hopefully, people she said.
"Whether we met for the first
will believe. That is an invaluable
experience."
,timeonsrageorseveral months [or]
Several cast members, indud- years ago, I can now say with full
confidence
ingFrye, Gilbert
and junior Caleb
that the case
"Don't look at it as coming for
Keese, said they individual numbers, a good song and members
are very happy
are some
dance number· here, a good comic
with the casting bit there. Come fore the whole story." of my dear
of the show.
frien d s,"
MEGAN GILBERT
'Wegetalong
Casey said.
senior
"We've had
well together, and
it's been a good
anxious moexperienc.e to aa
ments, fruswith [Harding Academy music trated moments, funny moments
and Bible teacher] Craig Uones] and 'we did it' moments, all of
especially," Keese said. "He brings which have created· memories
some authenticity to the role of that we will never forget."
Tevye because he is a fath_er, and
Frye said "Fiddler on the
he and Dottie also have a lot of Roof" is a show chat stirs every
acting experience. It's been great emotion.

"It has its moments ofhilarity,"
Frye said. "lealso has its moments
of family and connection and it
has real relationships."
"Fiddler" is so cool because it
is not just about the family; it's
about the community of people,
Gilbert said.
"I think anyone chat lives in
this community at Harding can
totally relate to char," Gilbert
said. "Sometimes we're stuck in
our ways, and we really have to
come together."
Gilbert is excited about the
opening, because a lot of people
have said "Fiddler on the Roof' is
their favorite musical, she said.
"Don't look at it as coming
for individual numbers, a good
song and dance number here, a
good comic bit there," Gilbert
said. "Come for the whole story.
Come and let yourself be carried
away through the whole continuity, because ifyou allow that, you
will laugh and you will cry."

Stroll: Benefits Survivors, Families, Harding
CONTINUED from page 1

Junior Kelli Estepp is a member
Estepp said the event also has
ofthf Student Association and on positive benefits for Harding.
the spirit committee that is helping
"le is wonderful for Harding
plan the event. Her grandmother and its students," Estepp said.
was diagnosed with breast cancer "Instead of just sending people
lase year and has now healed.
to run the Race for the Cure, we
Estepp said the Stroll will acare
doing so much more for the
complish its purpose of raising
cause.
We are providing the first
awareness.
ever
Strolling
for the Cure right
"The Scroll for the Cure is an
campus."
here
on
our
innovative way to reach out to the
Visitors on campus for homecommunity of believers as well
coming
are encouraged to stroll
as Searcy to help fight the battle
against breast cancer," Estepp said. c:lre&5ed comfortably and participate
"It is a wonderful cause because in the Stroll. Participants may pin
numerous women who are affili- placards co their backs in honor
ated with Harding, as well as their and memory of friends and loved
families, have been [diagnosed] ones.
with chis illness."
Those interested may pre-reg-

ister by contacting the Alumni
Office. Registration will also be
at 9 a.m. the day of the race at
College Church of Christ on
Race Street. A $20 registration
fee includes a T-shirt.
Those who are unable to
participate but that still ' want
to contribute may sign up to be
virtual strollers; they can pay the
$20 and will receive a T-shirt.
All proceeds benefit the Kamen
Foundation.
Corporate sponsors are Aramark, Achlete's Choice, Harding
Creative Inc. of Memphis, Harding University and White County
Medical Center.

Dedication: Remodeling, Add itions Complete
CONTINUED from page 1

"I chink the quad is the most
beautiful part of campus," Burks
said. "We wanted to anchor the
quad on the north- [the Heritage] is [somewhat] similar to the
Administration Auditorium, which
is the anchor on the south."
The architect who designed the
new Heritage is Mike Steelman,
who has designed all of Harding's
buildings for the lase 18 years.
"I chink chis is his best work,"
Burks said. "Remodeling is the
hardest thing in the world [for
an architect]."
The Heritage building was
originallycomplecedin 1965. This
summer it received 35,000 square
feet of new material and 60,000
square feet were renovated.

The photo montage along the
north entrance and the donorrecognicion pieces were done by
Jim Harding of Memphis. And
other things throughout the lobby,
the waterwalls and the scriptures
on chem, the seal and the globe
are very important expressions of
Harding, Burks said, that were put
together by many people as.50ciated
with the campus.
"The globe depicts both the
global nature of our education,
' with the international programs and
the Great Commission, which is
written around it," Burks said.
Harding has also bought land
ori Race Street, north of the Heritage center.
"We tried co create a pleasing

atmosphere to the north," Burks
said. "We get a lot of traffic from
chat side, and it has been our sort
of ugly back side ... [so] we are
creating a park-like atmosphere
from Grand to Blakney as a sort
of buffer onto campus. le is a
major campus, so it should have
a nice north entrance, like what
we have to the south on Beebe
Capps."
The north entrance has a fence,
sidewalk, banners, lights and a
new sign.
'Tm not sure what students
will do with it," Burks said. "I
could see them using it [as they
do the quad], but it's a long way
to walk. I don't know. We'll have
co see."

Moving Off Campus?
A crazy

little ring

called love
Marry her with
the diamond that says
your love for her
is certifiable.

-
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Noted Vocalist
To Perform At HU
of her life and stories. That really
says it all. What's important is not
what she sings; it's how she sings,
Acclaimed vocalist and Harding and I can tell you now, she really
graduate India Medders Galyean sings it. It will most certainly melt
will perform in Harding University's your butter."
Litde Theatre at 7 p.m. and
Galyean, Hopper and Pulley
10:45 p.m. tCmight and tomorrow are amazing musicians, Hicks
night. She will be accompanied said.
during each of the four shows by
"I have performed many times
a trio including Chuck Hicks, with all of them, and respect them
assistant professor of music, on all so much," Hicks said. "I would
guitar, Dr.Jeffu:y
be excited just
T. Hopper, dean
to sit in my livof Honors Col- "What's important is not what she ing room and
lege, on piano, sings; it's how she sings, and I can jam with such
and Ken Pulley tell you now, she really sings it. It
talented musiwill most certainly melt your butter." cians. These
on bass.
Galyean has
performances
CHUCK HICKS
relatives who
are just sweet
assistant professor of music
have attendicirfg on the
edHarding,
cake. I will
including her nephew, Cheyenne most certainly enjoy the time
Medders, who is also a musician. with India, Jeff and Ken."
Medders performed on campus
During her years at Harding,
Oct. 21, and recently released a Galyean was actively involved in
folk album entirled "Carry Me music. She took piano lessons
Away."
from Hoper, was a Spring Sing
Galyean is going to be joined hostess and played leading roles
during some ofher shows by fumily in the homecoming musicals
members, including Cheyenne, "Camelot" and "My Fair Lady,"
Hopper said.
Hopper said.
According to Hopper, the music
Galyean graduated in 1990 and
that will be played at the concert is moved to New York to pursue a
what you would hear if you went career in music and began working
out for an evening in Greenwich steadily as a professional singer and
Village or Midtown.
actress. She has played the lead
"It'll be what I would call role ofAnne in the national tour
cabaret style [of music]," Hop- of "Shenandoah," and was a guest
per said.
on Good Moming~erica for her
Hicks said the music they participation in Lincoln Center's
will be playing crosses all kinds Midsummer Night Swing.
oflines.
Galyean has also performed in
"There will be something for many New York venues such as
everyone to enjoy, some blues, the Iridium, _Irving Plaza, Tavern
soft jazz, op-classical, classic rock, on the Green and the Russian Tea
pop, and anything else you can Room. She served as the director
imagine, all done in India's special of entertainment and headline
way," Hicks said.
performer for Bateaux, NY, a dinGalyean has a great stage pres- ing ship in the New York harbor.
ence that really enhances her live She was also presented with the
performances, and you cannot Bistro Award for Outstanding
tell quire how charming she is by Vocalist because of her work on
simply listening to a recording, New York's cabaret circuit.
Hopper said.
"[India:] was very successful
"She has a fantastic personality, for many years, and then just
and that's what really wins the decided that Manhattan wasn't
day," Hopper said. "She sings the place she wanted to raise a
a wide variety of styles, and she family," Hopper said.
Gaylean now tves on her fumily's
intersperses her songs with hilarious stories and introductions. So farm in Resaca, Ga., with her
she's just sitting there talking, and husband and their three children.
before you know it she's singing She still sings with several groups
a song abo ut what she's been based in Atlanta and Chattanooga,
talking about. It's very seamless; Tenn., and is currently working on
her second album and a television
it's wonderful."
project that focuses on Southern
Galyean is a delightful person cooking, according to a Harding
to work with, and delightful to University press release.
listen to, Hopper said.
Tickets for Gaylean's shows are
"Her voice is magical, and has $5 each and can be purchased at
a way of touching every emotion the honor's house, alumni office
that feels good," Hicks said. "She or at the door, if they are still
will be singing and sharing some available.

THE BISON

Heritage Entertainment

LINDSEY LOWE
news editor

JEFF MONTGOMERY/Public Relations

Dr. Jeff Hopper plays a hymn on the new piano in the new Heritage lobby Oct. 25. Hopper, a former professor of music and current dean of the
Honors College and International Programs, will be performing this weekend with India Medders Galyean in four shows in the Little Theatre.

Madonna's Immaculate Adoption
BREIT KELLER
student reporter
Pop star Madonna and husband
Guy Ritchie flew to Malawi on
Oct. 4 on a humanitarian visit
intended to bring attention to
the plight of African orphans,
according to an Oct. 16 BB<=::
report.
Madonna and Ritchie are
in the process of adopting a
Malawian orphan, but some
Malawian charities have cried
foul at special treatment for the
celebrity couple.
Malawian law normally restrictS
incernational adoption by requiring prospecrive parents ro live in
Malawi for 18 months to evaluate
their ability to raise a child, the
BBC reported.
According to an Oct.18 Reuters
report, Malawi's High Court
granted Madonna an interim
order allowing her ro take custody
of 1-year-old David Banda, who
arrived in the United Kingdom
via private jet Tuesday.
Madonna, who already has

two children, recently pledged
approximately $3 million to help
900,000 orphans in Malawi, the
BBC reported. Her 10-day trip
to the impoverished sub-Saharan
African country allowed her to
visit orphanages she has pledged to
help and to continue the process
of adopting a child.
Junior Ashley Hill said she sees
both domestic and international
adoption favorably.
"When American citizens adopt
kids it really opens up the doors of
opportunity for the children," Hill
said. "[Americans are] bringing
them into one of the top nations
in the world and giving them
opportunities they could never
have dreamed of."
Madonna's attempts to adopt
internationally have brought attention to a process that has growing
popularity amongAmericans and
particularly celeb:ities.
The newest addition to
Madonna's family, David Banda,
spent the first year of his life at
the Home of Hope Orphan Care

Centre near the Malawian border · Committee, which represents
with Zambia, Reuters said.
67 human rights organizations
Madonna brought a child in Malawi, is seeking a judicial
psychology nurse to Malawi to review of Madonna's adoption,
help care for the infant, the BBC objecting to her avoidance of the
reported. While
18-monthwaiting
his mother died
period.
of complications
· "Just because she is a
Hill said she
from his birth,
celebrity, she shouldn't be
thinks celebrity
Yohane Banda,
able to bypass the normal
adoptions are
David's father, is
adoption process."
good, if done
still living.
for the right
ASHLEY HILL .
Banda said he
reason.
junior
approved of his
"I feel like
son's adoption
some
of them
in hopes that
may
do
it
for
the
publicity,"
Hill
David would have a healthy life
said.
"On
the
other
hand,
some
and·access to education, Reuters
reported.
of them may truly want to give
Hill said she believes Madonna them a chance in life."
should have been required to live
In 2005, Americans adopted
in Malawi like other adopting 7,906 children from China, acparents, but that she respects the cording to the Department of
court's decision.
State. At 4,639 adoptions Russia
"Just because she is a celebrity, came second, followed by Guateshe shouldn't be able to bypass mala and South Korea. Ethiopia,
the normal adoption process," Liberia and Nigeria were the only ·
Hill said.
African nations to be in the top
The BBC reported that the 20 countries for international
Human Rights Consultative adoptions by Americans.

Homecoming Court Finalists Chosen
Casey is an interior merchandisare students, faculty or a homecoming
queen.
ing major from Searcy. A member
"We are representing our
of Zeta Rho, she has been part
Additional
members of the
clubs, and whoever is chosen
The 2006 Harding University of the Spring Sing ensemble and represents the student body. I am homecoming court are seniors
homecoming court is comprised homecoming musical in the past.
grateful that anyone would want Jennifer Berry, Jessica Jones, Reof 16 women from social clubs She will play the role ofTzeitel in
me to represent them."
becca Martin, Mackenzie McCoy,
and organizations that represent the homecoming musical "Fiddler
Katherine Mitchell, Amanda Kay
Harding. They are chosen by
KATIE CASEY
Moore, Kellie Schmalzried, juniors
on the Roof."
senior
the members of their respective
Deedra
Adkisson, Kara Galloway,
Casey
said
she
is
honored
to
clubs and voted on by students.
Valerie
Mowrer, Victoria Porter
be
selected
as
a
finalist
in
the
The top three students receiva finalise. She said a homecoming and sophomore Melissa Baker.
ing the most votes are finalists; homecoming court.
The 2005 homecoming queen,
"We are representing our clubs, queen should have qualities that
the homecoming queen will be
crowned Saturday during halftime and whoever is chosen represents are more celling than can be voted Erin Elizabeth Reese, will assist
of the homecoming game against the student body," Casey said. "I on in a contest.
President David Burks in pre"I believe that a homecom- senting the crown, flowers and
Henderson State.
am grateful that anyone would
ing queen should exhibit a love football to the 2006 homecomFinalists are seniors Katie want me to represent them.
for
others, a heart for God and ing queen during halftime of
Casey, Laura Reeder and Jennifer
Reeder is a musing major from
to serve wherever Saturday's game.
a
willingness
Sanders. Sanders is a marketing Buffalo, 1exas. Laura is a member
possible,"
Reeder
said. "I believe
Burks will be assisted by
major from Nashville. A member ofChi Omega Pi and a queen for
as
Christians
and
studenrs of Ann-Clayton Hayes Beason,
of Ju Go Ju, her goals include a Bera Omega Chi.
career and growing in her relationReeder said she feels very loved Harding we are all representatives Anna Elizabeth Goode and his
ship with Christ.
by her friends in being selected as of our srudent body whether we grandson, Caden Burks.
MELISSA MCDONALD
assistant copy editor
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Amateur Film Entered For Spielberg
As many have, he dreamed
of becoming an actor when
he
older. t
s 'run ·1
college when he made a short
film with his cousin over
Christmas break that senior
Jon Byron realized his interest
in the behind-the-scenes aspect
of movie production.
During this past summer,
Byron heard of an amateur
film competition, "On the
Lot," being held by Steven
Spielberg and decided to enter.
Throughout tbe summer, he
compiled material from a film
he had written, "The Yesterday
Generations," to put together
a five-minute piece for the
competition. Upon arriving at
school in tbe fall, Byron said
he approached sophomore
Kristen Dellapace to be a part
of the film's production.
"f kind of put it on the back
burner," Byron said. "When
I got [to school] I talked to
Kristen Dellapace about it. She
said she really wanted to do it.
We kind of got a late start. We
didn't really start working on
anything until the second week
of September."

ALEXA JOHNSTON
features editor

..

•

T

he lights go dim
with only the outline
of hands visible.
Then, from the
back of the room, one beam
of light projects across the
room to the front, displaying
an image. The sound of a lion
roaring is heard, but from an
undistinguishable direction,
then fades again. The room is
silent again and then, a song is
played while the screen shows
an overview of skyscrapers
and the streets of a busy
city. Familiar names flash on
and off the screen. The story
begins.
Most people have had the
experience of attending a
movie theater at least once in
their lives. There are those who
like to go for a social outing
and light entertainment. For
others, movies provide a means
for individuals to express their
thoughts, feelings or most
creative imaginations.
One boy loved to watch
movies while growing up.

The story begins at a girl's
funeral with three stories going
on at the same time. Through
the progression of the piece,
the three plots unfold .ro reveal
how each are tied to one
another.
"It's about hope taking
form in some of the darkest
moments of our lives," Byron
said. "Ir's basically how
an older man and a young
boy experience guilt, but
experience it in different ways."
Filming began Oct. 3,
varying from days of short
clips on location to four and a
half hour sessions. Dellapace
was responsible for booking set
locations and communicating
with contacts to finalize details.
Byron and Dellapace would
work with the crew on the film
every day. The cast is scheduled
to have two more major days
of filming and any last-minute .
scenes to needed to shoot. The
most recent scene shot was of
the girl's funeral held at the
Downtown Church of Christ.
"l got there at 8 a.m. to get
set up," Dellapace said. " It
was a lot of running around.
Everyone was so awesome. No
one complained."
Dellapace said it was
rewarding to see how
everything came together that
day. She said Byron started off
with a prayer and everything
else fell into place.
In spite of careful planning,

obstacles hindered the
production of h film.
Byron said t ey ha
difficulties finding parents who
would allow rheir children to
participate in rhe film. Before
they started filming, Byron
and Dellapace went to Mayor .
Belinda La Force to explain
what they would be doing to
take preventive measures in
case of any potential problems.
"We made some really wise
decisions," Dellapace said.
"God has really placed his ·
hand in this. Jo n and I want
to stand for [Christ] . We're
seeing the blessings and that
it's not by chance."
Every part of production
from rhe budget to the
equipment was Byron and
Della pace's responsibility.
After filming is finished,
Harding graduates David
Condolora and Joe Maniero
will edit the movie for two
weeks and Mark Phillips is
scoring the music to be played
over the background of the
silent film.
The film is due by Dec. 1
for the COlllCSL and cuts will
be made between January and
April. Movies submitted will
be voted on by the public and
then the top 16 will be chosen
to work with Spielberg in a
workshop. 'Jbe top person
will shoot three movies with
Spielberg and the fourth film
Spielberg will produce.
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like the Casting Crowns song "If'{"'
We are the Body." It presents the
story of two people entering a
church and feeling unwelcome. So
often we are unwelcoming to those
on the outside of our church groups. We
are supposed to be the body of Christ
- the hands and feet of Christ-, but
so often we fail ourselves by leaving
people out.
We need to realize we are the body
and should act as such. This song says
"But if we are the body, why aren't his
hands reaching/ why aren't his hands
healing/ why aren't his words teaching/
and if we are the body/ why aren't his fett
going/ why is his love not showing them : · ·
there is a way?" We aren't reaching out to
those around us. We aren't going to those
examen no vale la pena vivirla."
who
need to know of God's love.
Porque rnientras tu estas perdido
'We
sit around and blame everyone · ·
en un mundo de suenos el Creador
else
for
things that aren't getting done.
trabaja - y vaya que trabaja arduo
We
blame
our elders for not doing a
- convirtiendo el algodon de la tierra
of
reaching out. We blame our
better
job
en nubes y las nubes en algod6n,
preacher for turning people away from
robandole un poquico de color al arco
church. We blame the other members for·
iris para pintar las flores de tu jardin,
not showing love to those who are hurtimpregnando la brisa que te acaricia
ing. Do we ever stop blaming everybody
con su aliento.
else and take a look at ourselves and ask
El Senor renueva su creacion dia
what we can do?
a dia para ti porque nada existe p~a
We can step up and take personal
siempre, nada esti garantizado si El
responsibility for the church. We don't
no lo crea continuamente para ti en su take the initiative to talk to the elders,
inmenso amor.
the preacher and the other members. We
Ya deja de preguntarte ~Por que?
just assume nothing will be done and our
No desperdicies tu vida perdido en
pleas will only
la ign orancia y sal a buscar razones,
fall on deaf
sal a em ender este m undo cambiante
ears. Perhaps
Once we stop
y SU gente compleja, porque solo asi
if more people
throwing blame
tu alma encontrara la tranquilidad
were to come
on everyone else
necesaria para vivir plenamente tus
with their
and
begin to take
dias.
concerns,
responsibility, then ii~
D ime que evita que empieces este
perhaps their
voices would
nuevo viaje si puedes empezar hoy.
we will inevitably
be heard and
Voltea y dime que ves a tu alrededor.
become the body
more would
iAcaso no encuentras un crisol de
of Christ.
be done.
historias, de lenguas, de opiniones
Once we
y formas de vida? Entonces dime
stop throwing
por que hoy no es un buen dia para
blaine on everyone else and begin to take
saludane en chino, para cantar en
then we will inevitably beresponsibility,
polaco y besarte en espanol.
come the body of Christ. We should also
put aside petty quarrelling in church and
concentrate on what is most important:
TANIAGRANDE is a guest columnist for the
the salvation of souls.
Bison and may be contacted at tgrande@
Ephesians 4:11-13 says, "It was he
harding.edu
who gave some to be apostles, some to
be prophets, some to be evangelists, and
some to be pastors and teachers to pre- \~;J
pare God's people for works of service, so "'
that the body of Christ may be built up
until we all reach unity in the faith and
in the knowledge of the Son of God and
become mature, attaining to the whole
know, it may be. However, I think
measure of the fullness of Christ."
the distinctive, local atmosphere
Also, I Corinthians 12:12-13 says,
of Searcy is worth preserving. For
"The body is a unit;, though it is made uJR.
instance, as much as I love Barnes
of many parts, and though all its parts •
& Noble, sometimes I am just in
are many, they form one body. So it is
the mood for Hastings, though it
with Christ. For we were all baptized
might not be q uite as posh. And
by one Spirit into one body - whether
even though I'm a big Starbucks
Jews or Greeks, slave or free - and we
fan, there's something special about
were all given the one Spirit to drink."
Midnigh t Oil and the Underground
We need to realize we are all equipped
that you j ust can't find at a more
with different talents and gifts and we
commercialized establishmen t.
need to use these gifts to assist those who
So while we experience the
need our help. We were not all cut out to
modernization, or "betterment," of
do or be the same thing. We were created
Searcy, let's remember the quirky
to use our gifts to hdp others.
little town it started as. We can
We are the body of Christ, but so
also look forward to the day when
many times we act more like a sick body
we send our children to Harding
than a healthy body working for God. It
University, which by that time will
eventually
becomes a game of "everybody
be located in Searcy, N orth Little
did." We all realize
said,
but
nobody
Rock's newest, tren diest suburb.
what needs to be done, but we become (~
complacent and sit back in our comfy
KATIE COZZENS is a guest columnist for
pews wondering why more people aren't
the Bison and may be contacted at
coming to church.
kcozzens@harding.edu
When visitors do come to church,
we are cold and unwelcoming and can't
comprehend why so many of them don't
come back to our church that has all the
right programs, the perfect feel-good , •~.~
sermons and the new auditorium. We
get too concerned about what is going
in
within our church that we forget to
The Bison welcomes your
on those outside the walls o&,,
concentrate
views on issues of interest to the
our pristine cpurch building.
!ff!
Harding community. Letters to
Ifwe are the bod y of Christ, we need
th e editor from students, faculty,
to reach out. We need to use our gifts to
administrators and the Searcy
benefit others, to concentrate on those
comm unity are en co u raged.
without the church, to help those who
are hurting and to care for those who
Letters must be sign ed ,
need
help. We need to stop being judgcontain a p hone number for
stop being afraid of those who
mental,
verification and be no more th an
are different and teasing those we don't
300 words in length. The Bison
know. Ifwe are the body . . ·.
reserves the righ t to ed it letters
fo r style, clarity and brevity.

Un Llamado A Disfiutar La Vida

OPINIONS ED!TOR

Craig Rainbolt

IfWeAre
The Body. ..

C

-Construyendo Puentes, Derrumbando Muros

ada maftana me levanco
y me preparo para un
nuevo dfa, un poco
despues me encuentro
en medio de un salon de
clases mitad presente mitad ausente
hasta que llega el atardecer bailando
entre encuentros furrivos, amigos,
·tiempo ... de pronto despierto
envuelta en la noche que me descubre
especialista en haraganear para
term inar el dfa.
iNo te parece esta historia un
poco familiar? A veces pareciera la
descripcion diaria de mi vida, por
eso ahora me pregunto que nombre
ponerle. Quizis sea solo una rutina.
~O acaso se trata de un juego de
monotonia?
Cada quien tiene su respuesta, solo
se que hoy quiero hablarte de nuestras
vidas que se repiten en el tiempo como
en un carrusel de dias reciclados. Bien
dicen que cada cabeza es un m undo
y al mirar a mi alrededor descubro
que nosotros nos hemos conformado
con vivir en nuestro p ropio mundo
y vivimos como ciegos, carninando
dormidos en un mundo de sombras.
Todos hemo~ ~ol~cado un
ladrillo mas en l~ 1tonstruccion de
impenetrables muros entre paises,
entre religiones, entre culturas,
entre pensamientos, entre hermanos
y hermanas . .. Pero ha llegado el
tiempo de derrumbar estas paredes,
ha llegad o el tiempo de sumarnos
a la hermosa tarea de desh acer lo

TANIA GRANDE

Guest

Space
Hoy no quiero invitarte
a vivir, sino que quiero
invitarte a merecer cada
respiro, a dejar de vivir por
inercia para comenzar a
observar . . .
malhecho derribando todos esos
muros para construir en su lugar
puentes de armonia.
Hoy quiero gritarte una invitacion
perenne para honrar la vida. Hoy
no quiero invitarte a vivir, sino que
quiero invitarte a merecer cada
respiro, a dejar de vivir por inercia
para comenzar a observar, a conocer
y sentir empatia, a explorar e indagar,
a estudiar y analizar, a comprender y
descubrir .. .
Es hora de que finalmente
aceptemos nuestro papel en esta
obra de teatro perpetua que se devela
frente a nuestros ojos. D ebemos ser
responsables y atender aquel llamado
de Socrates, el gran amante d e la
sabiduria, que resuena en los anales
de la historia diciendo: "La vida sin

1
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Searcy, The Next Metropolis?

Increasing Numbers Of Well-Known Establishments Move In
en I was looking,
at d ifferent colleges
, ages ago (OK, three
years), one factor
I considered was
the town the college, or university
was located in . I though t it wo~d be
fun and exciting to go to college in
a bustling urban environment. After
all, I could catch many concerts,
maybe swing by a few art museums
on the weekends, and , of cou rse,
bury myself in the enormous library
a m ajor city was sure to afford.
H owever, my attitude changed
the more I tho ugh t about it. I had
sp ent my entire life in a large suburb
on the outskirts of an even larger
urban area, so maybe a smaller,
quieter town would be a nice change.
And anyway, big cities mean a lot
of distractions from my studies,
as well as lots of withdrawals from
m y extremely modest checking
acco unt. I decided I didn't want to
come hom e after m y first sem ester
at college with failing grades and no
money; it seemed like such a dismal,
inauspicious way to kick off my
journey to full independence.
As a result of the reasoning I just
described, along with a lot of ocher
reasons, I chose to come to Harding
University, located in Searcy. I visited
the cam p us and d rove th rough the
town, which at the time boasted
both a first and second-run movie
theater, a few clothing stores, a
good selection of fast-food and
pizza places, and, of course, the
all-important Wal-Mart, although
technically that last one is located
in the neighboring Kensett. To my
mind this was m ore than enough to
keep me en tertained.
Since that fall, I've noticed an
odd trend in the sleepy little town of
Searcy. It starteawith the Walgreens
that popped up on Race Street.
At the time I was quite excited

KATIE COZZENS

·Guest

Space

I decided I didn't want to
come home after my first semester at college with failing
grades and no money.
because there are five or six of them
where I come fro m and it's a handy
place to pick up snacks, chapstick,
painkillers and the like. The next
thin g I know they've started building
an IHO P righ t in front of Wal-M art.
First of all, does anyone else think
it's odd to put buildings one in fron t
of the other without a proper road
between the two? Surely the Searcy
area isn't running our of real estate!
However, I once again greet the new
establishment with joy, thinking of
all the lace-night pancakes that could
soon be mine.
Just a week or two ago, events
rook a turn for the eerie. M y parents
had driven up to visit my sister and
me, and we were on our way to our
traditional favorite, Ryan's buffet.
And what do I spot going up ri~ht
across the road fro m it? A Chili s
restaurant, proving true the rumors
that had been spreading around
campus last spring. While I enjoy
C hili's as much as the next college
student (if not more), I am noticing
a disturbing trend. The small, simple
town I moved to back in 2004 is
transforming into a mi ni-Little
Rock, complete with popular chain
restaurants.
O n the surface this may seem to
be a .positive chan ge, and fo r all I

LETTERPOLICY

.Letters to th e editor m ay be
submitted to HU Box 11192 or
thebison @h arding.ed u

KEVIN ROGERSis the opinions editor for the
Bison and may be contacted at krogers@
harding.edu.
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The Abortion Petition
OUR VIEW
A recent
petition calling
for legalized
abortions
forces
Christians to
consider their
views on the
issue.

In its first issue, Ms. Magazine published a petition to legalize abortion. This petition was signed by 53 prominent American women who had undergone abortions regardless of the legal
restrictions on the procedure. This was 1972, a year before the
ruling of Roe v. Wade. 1hirty-three years lacer, Ms. Magazine's
fall issue cover story, titled "We Had Abortions," features a
.new petition "for safe, legal and accessible abortion and birth
control."
During an Oct. 10 interview with Fox News' talk show
host Bill O 'Reilly, Eleanor Smeal, publisher of Ms. Magazine
and president of the Feminist Majority Foundation, referred to
abortion as a service needed, and she encouraged celebrities to
come forward about their past abortions. So far, famous names
like Ms. founder Gloria Steinem, actresses Amy Brenneman
and Kathy Najimy and about 5,000 women have signed the
petition, now accompanied by a plethora of reader stories glorifying abortion in what Ms. calls "a campaign for honesty and
freedom."
This petition comes in a time when South Dakota voters face
the decision of banning all types of abortion, including in cases
of incest or rape. This petition addresses the fact that thousands
of women die as a result of unsafe, clandestine abortions and
that childbirth is more dangerous than having an abortion.
However, it fails to address the consequences for women who go
through abortions; which, according to afterabortion.info, is four
times deadlier than childbirth, and can lead both women and
their partners into depression, Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome

and suicide.
Abortion advocates claim abortions are necessary in cases
of incest or rape; however, according to a study conducted
among 1,160 abortion patients in 11 large providers, which was
published in the Sept. 2005 issue of"Perspectives on Sexual and
Reproductive Health," less than two percent of the women surveyed had been victims of incest or rape. In contrast, 74 percent
of the answers were related to lifestyle or convenience issues.
When Roe v. Wade was decided, it deemed most anti-abortion laws as unconstitutional because they violated women's
right to privacy as stated under the Fourteenth Amendment and
therefore overturned state and federal laws regarding abortion
that were inconsistent with the ruling, allowing abortions during the fuse trimester of pregnancy. The issue boiled down to
protect a woman's right ofprivacy over her body. Then the ques, tion arises: What about the privacy rights of the unborn child? .
The government protects the right to discard life, playing God
by determining when two cells become a living being.
Rather than fighting for .freedom frm abortion, citizens
should focus their efforts toward educating people about the
responsibilities, risks and consequences attached to sexual behavior and birth control and encourage adoption as an alterna- _
rive to abortion.·
·
Our society should protect and celebrate life while providing counseling to women who seek appeasement after going
through the trauma of an abortion - it is only then when we
will stop the unnecessary g;ief abortion brings upon humanity.

Love Is A Many Splendored Thing

0

·

Re-examining What Exactly The Word 'Love' Means

ne of mY, favorite
movies of all time is
HAYLEY TODD
"Moulin Rouge." It
c~ul.d b: becau~e the
smgmg 1s amazmg
and the vibe of the movie is fantastic
or just be~use the music is fun. But
honespy when I get past the part of
me chat says, "Hayley, don't be such
Society has taken love and
a romantic: ' I realize that it truly is
made it seem it. is this feelan interesting love story.
As I sit and chink about love and
ing you have and when that
what it truly means to be "in love,"
feeling is gone you are not 'in
I can't help but chink about the part
love' with that person
in "Mowin Rouge" when Ewan
M cGregoP sings to Nicole Kidm~
anymore.
A £'~
L
~
h
ivu j
t~•hlobL ::j6 ;1s . _. .J ,.,1 '.5; JiJ
an___,...,..t.uese '\ll'G~i t;(;L er: ...
r
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'
"Love. Love is a many "ni·irir'; , 1 r 1 ~pe word "fove:· on daily basis. ''i
splendored thiqg. Love lifts us up
love m y friends. I love my dog. I
where we belong. All you need is
love chat new sweater I bought half
Joye."
price the ocher day." Today's society
• McGregor's character makes love has taken something so precious
out t~ be such a mountaintop, lifeand ch anged it to be a term that
changing emotion. However, as the
m eans, "Hey, I really like chat!" The
song C0ntinues Kidman's character
m eaning behind wh at love is and
makes it very clear h ow society
how deep it goes is gone due to its
vi~ws love today with these words:
everyday use.
'· "LQ¥e is just a game."
"Love" w~s intended to m ean
; If love is,such an important
so much more than what it means
part to people an d their h appiness
today. Paul in I Corinthian~ 13
why.,is love dow~ played? We use
talks about how life without
... ,."'
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love is meaningless and how love
is the greatest of all gifts . Jesus
commanded his disciples to love
each other as we love ourselves, and
the greatest command was to love
the Lord with all yo ur heart, soul
and mind. If God himself put so
much emphasis on the importance
of love, shouldn't we?
Society has taken love and made
it seem like it is this feeling chat
you have and when that feeling is
gone you are no t "in love" with
that person anym ore. My athletic
director in high school gave the
best perception of love I have
ever heard. She said, "Love isn't
a feeling. It's a decision." Love is
exactly chat: it is a decision. You
have to make the effort every day
co love someone, to forgive chem ,
look past their flaws and make the
best of your relationship. This does
not just apply co couples. It applies
to family, friends and even our
relationship with God. God has to
look past our flaws and forgive us
every day.
It saddens me to think som ething
that m eans so much can be turned
into something so trivial. John 3:16

says, "For God so loved the world
chat he gave his only Son . .. " God
gave us his son because he loved
us. I'm not sure people catch that
God loves us. That is immense
love, the kind of love chat God
intended us to have for ochers. Not
frivolous love chat allows us to love
something or someone one day
and the next day we do not. God
intended love to be real, real enough
to sacrifice whatever necessary, even
,
his only son.
I am n o t trying to say you
cannot love m aterial things because
I know I have said many times
while walking through the mill HU 0 5 .l
"Oh, I a bso1ute1y 1ove t h at sh 1rtf
' J l,\ IJllJI
O r that I love m y favo rite scuffed
animal I have had since I was little.
I just chink society as a whole needs
to reevaluate its stance on love and
how it is used without meanin g.
Love deserves so much more
respect than we give it.·As Ewan
M cGregor's character says: "All you
need is love."

HAYLEYTODD is a guest columnist for the
Bison and may be contacted at htodd@
harding.edu.

·u;s. Military Is Not Breaking Rules
,_: Current Prisoners Of War Do Not Fit Geneva Conventions Criteria

n the previous edition of
the Bison, an opinion piece
was w ritten concerning th e
United States' treatment
of prisoners of war during
the War on Terror. In the article,
th e author accused both President
Bush and the U .S. C ongress of
approving th e use of coercive
techniques, includ in g torture, on
prison ers held under suspicion
of terrorist acts. D eprivin g these
rights, the auth or claims, will
eventually lead to the righ ts
hf Am erican d tizens being'
compromised.
There is one key fallacy
presented by the author that needs
to b e addressed: The frequ~nf
claim for. the protection of "basic
h uman rights" as described in the
Geneva C onventions and h ow the
d enial of these righ ts can possibly
lead to a loss of American citizens'
rights. The author m akes this
ai;gu m ent with no factual base and
f1t\¥ referen ces to any histo rical
· documents or events.
Any documents or events
cited were m entioned briefly and
without specific d etails given . The
author claims America h as been
"p assing legislation to allow for
th e ' re-interpretation' of certain
n ational and international laws"
yet cites no specific legislatio n or
laws.
Also the author said, "Recent
reports claim that terrorism is a
greater threat now than ic'was
before the United States invad ed
Iraq" and refers to n on e of the

SCOTTY KIMBERLY
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The only problem with claim·
ing this protection for eni emies captured during the
. War on Terror is that these
prisoners do·not fit any of the
criteria of prisoners of war in
the third of the Geneva Conventions.
alleged reports. This article is m ore
propaganda than precision and
is a feeble attempt to sw ay th e
readers' minds against the cu rrent
administration . The truth is,
h owever, that th e facts sp eak m ore
against the author's p osition than
they d o fo r it.
In all, there are fo u r separate
Gen eva Conven tions, each
p ertaining to a sep arate face t
of internatio nal relatio ns. The
third Geneva Con ventio n deals
explicitly with the treatment
of prisoners of war. Under
chis convention , any persons
d esign ated as prisoners of war
"sh all in all ci rcumstan ces be
treated human ely." The o n ly
problem with claiming th is
protection for en emies captured
during the War on Terror is that
these prison ers d o not fi t any

of th e criteria of priso ners of
War in the third of th e Geneva
C onventions.
Jay C. Farrar, ofth e Center
for Strategic and Internacion al
Studies in Wash ington, D .C.,
interprets the Geneva Conven tion
as follows, " [Prisoners captured
during the War o n Terror] sho uld
not be considered prison ers of
war ... [they] abandon ed their
rights as sovereign nation als w hen
they ch ose co participate in the
stateless pursu it of terrorism ."
After reviewing the Geneva
Conventions, it is clear that the
government is no t "changing the
rules of war" and h as not "d ecid ed
to ign ore certain segments of the
Gen eva Conven tions," both of
which are alleged by the a uthor in
the previo usly m entio ned article.
The article fro m th e Bison I
h ave been criticizing is one liberal's
attempt to m ake the Republican
party look like an o rganization
which wreaks havoc and attempts
to rob citizens of their person al
liberties. The author claims th at
"this is an issue that ough t n ot
be defin ed alo ng party lines,"
yet spends th e bulk of th e article
slandering n ot only George Bush ,
but also his entire administration.
"If Bush is waging a war on
terror, he is losing," "President
Bush (is] changing the rules of
war,'' and " [G eorge Bush's] gradual
w ithholdin g of basic righ ts ...
will alm ost certainly beget m o re
violen ce and d an ger" are examples
of how the author dem onstrates

this is not a party issue.
As previously stated , the article
bases no arguments in fact; instead
it app eals to emotion in an effort
to gain th e reader's favo r. The
largest problem of writing without
a factu al base is sometimes yo u
stray from legitimacy and end
u p w ith conclusions chat are
borderline absurd . Despite what
th e author tries to conclude,
violen ce in m ilitary prisons does
no t have any connection to an
infri ngem en t on the rights of
American citizen s. In certain
instances, wh at happens to the
p riso ners may be wrong, but if it
is a d ecision between punishing
terrorists or no t, punishment is
the best op tion .
When asked about how h e
m o rally approved his violent
m arch through Georgia, C ivil
War general W illiam Tecumseh
Sh erman said, "War is all hell."
America is fighting with the tools
it h as and is d oing what is best
for national security to combat
terrorism. Idealises wa nt to end
th e war with out a sh ot fired and
run all actions through the United
Nations. Realises realize a country
will use whatever is n ecessary to
win a war. Sometimes this includes
so-called "coercive acts," because
this is a time of war, and war is all
hell.

SCOTIY KIMBERLYis a guest columnist for the
Bison and may be contacted at wkimberl@
harding.edu.
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Browning
Points

Unity

Neglected in
Club Week

U

nlike many H ard ing
students, C lub Week is
by far my least favorite
.
week in the entire fall
semester. Now, do not
take that to m ean that I am anticlubs, because I am not. In fact, I just
pledged a club this year and I am glad
I did. H owever, I feel that somewhere
between signing pledge books
and cheering at roll call, we have
overlooked one of the most important
aspects of Club Week - unity.
This should be a week in which the
Harding student body comes together.
Bonds should be created between old
members and new members, among
pledge classes and among all clubs.
Last week, instead of m aking friends,
many made enemies.
Some clubs are in the habit of
treating their pledges like dirt. I do
not think Club Week should be a
cakewalk, and I definitely feel pledges
should have to
work to be a
part of a club
that others
before them
have put so
much time and
effort into, but
some' take the
·idea "working
hard" to be
accepted into a
club a bit too
far. No one
should ever be
treated in a way
that makes him or her cry or become
physically ill over something chat
should be fun. Too many times that is
exactly what happens.
What does yelling in someone's
b rfacefur a week aboudmt'beir)g loud
' 0~tiough at roll call or having a chip
in their nail polish really accomplish?
People should not get in the habit of
belittling pled ges for an entire week
only to want to be their best friends
come Friday night. This is something
chat simply will not happen. If you
treat someone poorly, they will
rem ember.
There is no need for clubs to bash
other clubs. Does anyone really feel a
sense of accomplishment after having
successfully swiped pledge books, lock
boxes, banners or a Chi-o stick? Those
who do are extremely immature and,
to be honest, just need to grow up.
What does any of chis really prove?
Nothing whatsoever. In fact, all it
really does is create tension between
clubs and results in the student body's
dissolution.
None of this is the point of Club
Week. D uring chis week, everyone
is given the chance to be a sh ining
example of Ch rist, and yet many do
not take it. Members and pledges
should be there for each other, helping
each other out and caring for one
another (and no, just buying your
little sister or brother a present is not
enough) .
Some clubs do an amazing job
during the week to encourage and
build up their pledges as well as their
, m embers. They ent ourage pled ges
to interact with all clubs, not just a
select few, and would never dream of
"brainwashing" pledges into hating
· members of ocher clubs, to wh om they
have never even spoken to.
Who cares if you are in Titans,
Pikes, G amma Sigma Phi, T NT, Zeta
Rho, Iota C hi, Ju Go Ju, Regina or Ko
Jo Kai? While these are different clubs
with different strengths, members of
the same student body make up chem
all. Regardless of what club someone
belongs to, everyone should keep in
mind that first and foremost we are
children of G od, and secondly we are
all H arding Bisons.
When we look back on our college
experience 20 years down the road, do
you really think who was in what club
will be all that important? Probably
not. However, the friendships you
made while at H arding will be. C lub
Week should be abaut strengthening
old relationships and creating new
ones, because in the end, that is all
that will matter.

During this
week,
everyone
is 9iven the
ctianceto
be a shining
examr.le of
Chris, and
yet so many
do not
take it.

HEATHER BROWNINGserves as the editor-inchief for the 2006-2007 Bison. She may be
contacted at hbrownin@harding.edu or at
279-4471 .
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SPORTS & LEISURE

DANIEL WADE

4th and l

The Way It's
MeantToBe

T

he score is tied. With no
time remaining on the
clock, local fans have
been on their feet for the last
minute and a half as the visitor's
coach dukes it out with the referee and tries unsuccessfully to
sway the inevitable. It's a shooting foul: one point and the game
belongs to the home team.
Cheerleaders silence the chant;
the coach releases the huddle and
both teams gather behind the
three point arch to view the outcome. The point guard from the
home team is standing on one of
the loneliest spots in spores: the
free throw line.
The first shot goes up and
bounces off the front of the
rim. Even the most confident
of fans let out a groan as the
outcome of the game comes
down to one shot. Bragging
rights tomorrow are decided
tonight by this one 15-footer.
The visiting coach calls the
strategic time out and both teams
huddle on opposite sides of the
court. .Afrermoreencouragement
from the team, the point guard returns to the line, goes through the
routine practiced thousands of
times and releases the ball.
Walk into the student center
on any college campus and you
are almost sure to overhear conversations about the past weekend's collegiate match ups. Students will participate in heated
discussions based entirely upon
the performance of athletes with
whom they have never and will
never hang out with, call, visit,
meet or even think about once
next season rolls around and
some new hotshot has taken
over the position.
I can't help but be a little disgusted when my more educated
friends' weekends are ruined by
the outcome of a game. I believe
this completely misses the point
of what spores was supposed to
be. The scene described earlier wasn't taken from Cameron
Indoor Stadium in Durham,
North Carolina but f?om gymnasiums and arenas from our
past. They range from vicious
high school rivals battling for
a place in the sta~e tournament
co elementary school teams
hoping to keep their winning
streak alive. There will be no
highlights on SportsCenter; it's
all about the j@y of the game.
·Jessie made her free throw,
by the way, and the Brentwood
Mighty Tigers won the competi·
tive league championship for the
second year in a row. My friend
Adam in Nashville relayed chis
great moment to me and claims
chat for two solid minutes, the
Tiger faithful hollered and sang
"We are the Champions," albeit
missing most of the words.
No less than an hour after
the game, I imagine the Tigers
enjoyed a celebratory lunch at
the restaurant where all of one's
cholesterol dreams come true:
CiCi's Pizza. No one will say
anything about their rebounding statistics or blame officials
for costing chem the game.
The outcome will no longer
be important; only the face there
was one will be. These are the
greatest moments in sports. They
are not in the dllllk contests or
all-star games. It's the story of a
basketball team from Hickory,
Indiana. It's the sweet sound of
the ball slicing perfectly through
the net. And it's a pie-shaped
heart attack for $3.99 and being
giddy about a game you love.
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Lady Bisons Soccer Qualifies For GSC Tournament
8-4-3 and a conference record
of 6-2-0, placing them fifth in
the N CM II rankings.
"[Beating West Georgia]
The Lady Bisons soccer
team qualified for the Gulf pretty much sealed our tournaSouth Conference Tourna- ment bid," Coach Greg Harris
ment, which begins today in said. "That was the one when
Pensacola, Fla. Harding will be we knew we finally qualified.
playing against Ouachita Bap- [All games] were very important for us, but that's the one
tist in the first round.
Harding qualified after de- chat clinched the spo.c."
A team can go into the
feating West Georgia 1-0 at
the Oct. 8 home game. Junior tournament with four winning
forward Lynsey Clissold scored games, but having five wins
the winning goal. The Lady Bi- within the conference seals the
sons boast an overall record of deal, Harris said.

SUSANA VELIZ
copy editor

The Lady Bisons lost 3-1 rivals within the conference.
"Ouachita and Harding
against Ouachita Baptist at the
Oct. 20 regular season game. always [had] rivalries because
However, senior defense and we're the two religious instituco-captain Emily Currie said tions that are pretty close to
the loss has not been detri- each other," Harris said. "Harmental to the team's morale. · ding has had old athletic ties
"We're more excited to go and co Ouachita for a long time, so
get a shot at beating them [to- it's a natural rivalry there." .
day]," Currie said. "I think all of
Harris said he expects a sucus were quite upset when we lost cessful participation from the
Friday. We just want a chance to team at the tournament.
"We just want co beat anyprove ourselves and show every·
body we play," Harris said. "I
body what we can do."
Harris said Harding and wouldn't say we don't like anyOuachita Baptist are old sport body we play, but if you step

on the field with us, we wan t
to beat you. Our expectations
are first and foremost to take
care of business. We need to
beat Ouachita and rhen whoever else we play second, take
them on the championship
game. Our plan is to win every
single time we walk out on the
field ."
H arris said this is l Iarding's seventh year in the Gulf
South Conference and third
ti me in the history of the
women's soccer program.
see SOCCER page 2B

HU, Henderson. State Face Off
AMANDA PRUITT
assistant editor
When Harding squares off
against the Henderson State
Reddies in front of the Homecoming crowd Saturday, more
than a sentimental victory will
be on the line.
Both Harding (5-2, 4-1) and
Henderson State (6-2, 4-1) are
tied for second in Gulf South
Conference standings behind
undefeated North Alabama.
Conference tide hopes and
potential playoff bids hang in
the balance of Saturday's game,
which kicks off at 2 p.m. at
First Security Stadium.
"W e've always loved playing
H o mecom ing around here,"
Harding head coach Randy
Tribble said. "From a football
perspective, a lot of our old
players come back to check
the new team out and see how
w,e're doing. Players, coaches
- we always want to put on a
good show for them and represent them well."
Perhaps it is the larger crowd
or additional expectations
because of the Homecoming
festivities, but Harding has enjoyed success in recent years on
Homecoming afternoon. The
Bisons are 30-15-1 in Homecoming games dating back to
1959 and are winners of 15 of
their last 16 annual games.
Harding and Henderson
State are no strangers. The
schools first competed against
each other in 1926 and have
met on the field of play 40
times since. Henderson State
leads the all-time series 2515-1 , but the Bisons have won
seven of the last 10 meetings
between the two schools. Harding also won its only Homecoming game against Hen-

CRAIG RAINBOLT!The Bison

Junior wide receiver Devin Link evades a tackle from three Missouri Southern Tigers. Link has caught 33 passes for 451 yards and three touchdowns
in his first year at Harqing since transferring from Palomar College in California.
,
derson State, defeating the
Reddies 34-33 in 2003.
The Bisons enter Saturday
winners of four straight games,
marking the longest Harding winning streak since 2002
when the team opened the season with a 6-0 record.
Harding continued its GSC
winning streak in a regionally
televised game in a 17-6 victory over Southern Arkansas

on Oct. 19.
Senior cornerback Robert
Towns spearheaded the Bison defense, catching three of Harding's
five interceptions against Southern Arkansas. Towns' 17 career
interceptions ties him for second
on Harding's all-time list.
In addition to the interceptions, Towns collected five tackles
and set a new school record with
four pass breakups while also lin-

ing up on offense for the first time
in his Harding career catching his
first pass. With his performance,
Towns earned his second GSC
Defensive Player of the Week
honors in 2006 and was named
the d2football.com National Defensive Player of the Week.
Juniors Sevohn Greer and
Rocky Hall each intercepted a
pass in last week's victory.The
Reddies' success in 2006 comes

after more than a decade of rare
success on the gridiron. With six
wins already this season, Henderson State has secured its first
winning season since 1995.
Henderson State dropped
out of N CAA II Top 25 polls
following a 7-6 loss at Arkansas
Tech on Oct 12 in which the
Reddies managed just two field
goals.
sec FOOTBALL page 2B

Lady Bisons Volleyball Undefeated
J. CLIFF GANUS
student reporter

CRAIG RAINBOLT!The Bison
Graduate student Paige Good returns a serve for the undefeated Bisons.

The Lady Bisons volleyball
team finished their home season
with another victorious performance Tuesday against Arkansas
Tech, beating the Golden Suns
in a 3-0 win. Harding (21-8,
11-0) has remained undefeated
in the Gulf South Conference
West Division play, and the victory over Tech makes the tenth
three-game win of the season for
the Lady Bisons.
This is the Lady Bison's fifth
consecutive GSC West division championship under coach
Keith Giboney, now in his eighth
season as head women's volleyball coach at Harding. Giboney
said he is confident the team can
win the remaining game of the
regular season, provided they
stay focused and work together
towards a victory.
"Offensively we are better

than ever," Giboney said. "Our
strength is in the balance we
have on the court."
Giboney said all the players
can be counted on to do their
part, making the security of a
win higher when the team does
not have to rely on the performance of one or two players.
Tuesday was also a night to
honor the members of the team
who would be playing their final
game on Tuesday: seniors Tiffany
Morrison and Katie Westmoreland and Paige Good, a gradll3$e
student retuming for her fourth
year on the team. These players served as role models for the
underclassmen anq helped the
team finish strong for their last
home game, sophomore Becky
Townsend said.
"The seniors on the team have
helped all the girls become stronger, better players," Townsend
said.
Morrison said.. she was ap-

p reciative of the younger teammates.
"H arding provides a unique
situatiori [for teams]," Morrison
said. "We get along on and off
the court."
As the season nears irs end,
the ladies keep their focus and
play their best for every game.
"We have to remember to
work as a team and be on our
game if we want to win this,"
said Good. Good was a member
of the Lady Bisons when they
won the first of five consecutive
GSC West victories in 2002.
"It was awesome to be a freshman getting to plar a part in
that," Good said.
"1be team has just grown
closer and closer as the season
has gone on," Meredith Rosenbaum said. "So our trust in the
ocher girls has also grown. We
are able to spread off and rely on
people to get the job <lone when
it needs to be done."
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Bison Stampede To Athlete Of The Weel{
Take Place Saturday
TYLER NEESE
staff writer

"The event helps support various
activities the club participates
The Bison Stampede 5k will in and provides students with
kick off Saturday at 9 a.m. The an excellent opportunity to
race is a Homecoming tradition mix with faculty and alumni,"
benefiting the K.inesiology Club Yingling said. "The atmosphere
according to J.D. Yingling, is great, and it's the perfect race
associate professor of kinesiology. for_ someone who has never run
Yingling is heading up the event a )k before; the course is fairly
and anticipates a turnout of dose flat and enjoyable."
to 150 runners on Saturday.
A number of area businesses
Yingling said last year's race drew and organizations donate
close to 140 participants.
prizes to be given away at the
The race begins at the cqrner stampede each year. Last year,
of Grand and Center streets prizes included free pizza and a
and continues west eventually round of golf, and no participant
circling campus and ending at leaves the race empty-handed ,
the student center. The cost of Yingling said.
the race is $10 if pre-registered
Many Harding students
and $15 on the day of the race. participate in the event each
Registration is today in the student year. Graduate student Jonathan
center from 9 a.m. until 2 p .m. Edwards has run in the race for
or forms can be turned in to the the past three years.
Ganus Athletic Center by 5 p.m.
"I enjoy running in the
Saturday morning registration Stampede," Edwards said.
will take place at the Thornton "I really love the feeling of
Education Cenrer.
accomplishment at the end of
The race has taken place for the race."
Graduate student J .J. Hendrix
almost 20 years, but this is only
said
h e hopes that running in
the fourth year the K.inesiology
Club has organized the event. the Bison Stampede will help
Proceeds help support the club's spark an interest in running as
trip to the state and national part of his daily routine.
"This is my first year to run in
conventions. This year's state
the Bison Stampede," Hendrix
convention will take place in Hot said. "I used to be a powe r CONTINUED from page 1B
Springs. Yingling said 16 Harding lifter and I never really got into
Henderson State returned to
students are expected to attend running, but I'm looking forward winning ways last week, howevthe convention this year.
er, in a lopsided 71-19 poundto broadening my horizons."
ing of non-conference NAIA
opponent Paul Quinn.
'Tuey ju~ have a real solid
football team on both sides of the
ball," Tribble said. "Their strength
is probably their defense, though."
fo the 2005 meeting between the schools, the Henderson State defense controlled the
game in a 23-0 shutout of Harding, forcing three interceptions and sacking quarterback
Adam Lybrand five times. The

• Only Bison to have three
interception~ in a game
·
three umes

• GSC Defensive Player of
the Week
·

:f

• D2Football.com National
Defensiv~:rr the
• Set HU record fur four
pass break-ups k
CRAIG RAINBOLT!The BiHon

FOOTBALL:

HU Runners Sweep GSC Titles

Bisons Prepare for Reddies on Saturday

game marked the first time the
Bisons were held scoreless in a
game since 1995 when Southwestern Oklahoma defeated
Harding 18-0.
"They beat us last year in
a real ugly and we've thought
about it a lot and we'd like to
cum the tables on them," Tribble said.
Defense continues to be Henderson State's strong suit in 2006
as the Reddies boast the secondrimked defense in the GSC.
Henderson State will be battling
Harding running game with a
defense that allows just 102 yards

per game on the ground.
Harding enters Saturday1s
game with the third-best rushing
game in the conference. Most of
that yardage is being gathered by
senior running back Kyle Wess,
who leads the GSC in rushing
and is the only player in the co11ference to average more that 100
yards rushing per game.
"Everybody's just going to ha·:e ·
to really play outstanding footb:ill
this week because Henderson is a
really strong team," Tribble said.
"So, we'll see ifwe can get ready to
play our vety best."
The Bison defense will he

called upon to stop sophomore
quarterback Garett Manning,
who is getting the starting nod
after shifting back to quarterback
after spending time at the wide
receiver position in 2005. Manning combines the ability to pass
and nm, averaging more than 60
yards rushing per game.
"Offensively, their biggest
threat is their quarterback Garett
Manning," Tribble said. "He's a
good
,, passer but also a good runner.
Student reporter Ashton Reely
contributed to this article

Lady Bisons Make Return To GSC Tournament
CONTINUED from page 1B

"We lost in the championship game in 2004," Harris
said. That'~ the only time we
ever got into the championship. The year before was our
first time ever going to the
GSC tournament. When we
get i:here we will have already
played everybody w h o's going
to bl! there . and we know we
can beat anybody we step out
on the field with."
Harris said one of the main
challenges for the team is performing consistently on the
field.

/

"The challenge is to continue to perform at a high level
and know we can beat anybody
we step out on the field with,"
Harris said. "It's the aspect of
knowing we're a pretty good
team and we can give anybody
we play against a hard time."
West Florida right now is
the No. 1 team in the confer.ence. The Oct. 20 game decided
who is second and who is third
[in the conference], Harris said.
"It's always hard to beat
somebody twice in a row especially in seven days time,"
Harris said. "It's going to be a
difficult deal for both teams.

We have a toss up right now be at the game, but we'ye al[among] Montevallo, the Uni- ways found that even though
versity of West Georgia and people have things to do, they
the University of Alabama, find some time to come to
Huntsville for the fourth posi- our games even if it is for 15
tion. West Georgia is probably minutes, 20 minutes or a full
the favorite to win [the founh 90 minutes, and we always get
spot within the tournament] " support somehow."
Harris said the support th e · The Lady Bisons will play
university receives as far as soc- Sunday against West Florida
cer is concerned is excellent re- if they win against Ouachita
gardless of the activities going Baptist, Currie said.
on around campus.
"We're really excited about
"It is a little bit hard because getting down there and playwhen we're playing, there's us1 t- ing," Currie said. "We'll hopeally so much stuff going on [on fully win and present a concampus] and that takes aw;'y ference trophy in chapef next
from fans that would probably week."

StucJent Discount
One-Topping Pizzas
Meduum $5 Large $6.1 s

268-9000
Carryout: or Delivery
Free Delivery: Sunday-Thursday until Midnight
Friday & Saturday until 1 a.m.

DAVID CROUCH/Public Relations

Junior Savita Chelimo and Sophomore Janee Jones strive
to reach the finish line at the G ulf South Conference Cross
Country C hampionship on Oct. 2 1 in Huntsville, Ala. J011es
ach ieved top individual champion honors with a time of
17:49 and Chelimo finished third in 18:18.
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Reality Show Doesn't Flip-Flop On Value

THE BISON

ALEXA JOHNSTON
features editor

R

ality shows have
aken over televiion. Well, they
retty much took it
over five years ago and haven't
let up since then. The neighbor down the street suddenly
became a celebrity because
he either a) Ate 20 beecles; b)
Sang some famous song fabulously (or not so fabulously as
the case may be); c) Traveled
to Turkey and solved the last
clue to a riddle; or d) Did
something completely random that a producer thought
worthy to put on national
television.
Let's face it, watching an

Average Joe can be thoroughly house to restore.
The show focuses on the
entertaining because we may
think something of that ·
owner going through the
entire process of remodeling
nature could possibly happen
to us. The latest craze, and my
rhe house with all the setbacks
personal addiction, is home
until it is ready to go on the
renovations.
market. It's not the typical
"Flip That House" is an
home improvement show.
intriguing show of ordinary
Instead, viewers get to see the
difficulties of home repair
people taking on a side job
to remodel a home. The
and the labor that goes into a
TLC program features a new
project of this size. My favorperson, couple or team from
ite thing about the show is all
around the country every
the tips I learn from watchweek who bought a rundown
ing, not that I will be buying
a house anytime soon. When
house or condo and wants
to refurbish it for a profit.
I do, however, I'll be prepared.
Mose of these people have a
For instance, I learned the
full-rime job and take on this
first thing buyers look for
when buying a house is the
project as a hobby. For some,
it is their first time, and for
kitchen, so that should be
others, it may be their tenth
one of the biggest projects to

'"Flip That House is an
intriguing show of ordinary
people taking on a side job to
remodel a home."

spend the most money.
We get to see the owners
try to repair problems themselves or deal with contractors that may or may not be
quality service. Throughout
the half-hour episode, we
watch the flippers struggle
with meeting their deadlines
and budget they set for themselves. After the house is completely renovated, real estate
agents come in and survey the
house to critique the strengths
and weaknesses of the house
and put an estimate on the
new value of the house. This

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 27, 2006

is when they throw in their
two cents about what type of
rile should have been used in
the bathroom and what is the
best structure for the kitchen,
things I never would have
even considered.
If you start watching in
the middle of the show, it
may appear boring at first.
The filming is very dry, bur
the content itself is what
draws you in. There aren't any
impressive camera angles or
really dramatic moments. It's
just straightforward watching people.work on a house.
Perhaps some may be wondering why even watch a show
without the catfights, drugs or
violence. Well, it's a show that
appeals to everyone. Plenty of

people want to improve something with their own home
or maybe even had that crazy
idea of undertaking a lemon
house and turning it into a
beautiful home to resell.
"Flip That House" definite- ·
ly isn't a show to be seeking '
action or romance from, but if
you're looking for something
enlightening and helpful, it
is certainly both. It's encouraging to watch a show with
people like me, who are out
accomplishing their dreams.
New episodes air Saturdays
at 8 p.m. and reruns show
periodically throughout the
week. For all those potential
home buyers, click on "Flip
That House" for a fun learning session.
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Michael Douglassers members, junior Eric Mount and senior Jason Ballenger, perform Saturday at the "Unity" concert. They opened for
Harding alumnus Chsyenne Medders. The concert was organized by senior J. Cliff Ganus.
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501.279.4330

Are you a college student who is looking for:

V

A paid 1nternsh1p opportunity that will stand
out on a resume?

Y

A custom·des1gned le.irntng cumculurn that
could earn you college c redit?

y

A chance to gain experience with a world·
renowned company and gain transferable
skills?

Y

An o pportunity to rneet people from around
the world, make ltfelonq friend s, dnd hdve fun"

As . a part of the Disney College Program at the Walt Disney Worlcfi> Resort near Orlando, FL par·
t1c1pants can experience an internship of a lifetime. Visit our Web site and discover why the Disney
College Program is an opportunity you 1ust can't miss'

As a popular student publication, the Bison
is a pef ec..t avenue of exposure to the college market.
The Bison is circulated to a 4000+ local primary readership
with 1500 alumni issues sent nation-wide.

Viewing a presentation is required to be eligible for an interview. Log onto our Web site to view
our presentation schedule and find out when we will be on a campu~ near you'. Scheduling conflict?
Log on and view our online E·Prcsentation
http://wdwcollegeprogramecard.com/epresentat1on/'.
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600 S. Remington
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l'ltysical Resources Building
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New Media Source Sparks Interest

ALEXA JOHNSTON

'YouTube' provides thousands ofsources offree media clips
What
Of It?

$1.6 billion (but that's old,
irrelevant news). So without
further ado, here are my favorite YouTube videos ... that
should be yours too.
1. Spasmodic.
There ar~ several different
versions of this. All of them
consist of hundreds (thousands) of still frames being
spliced together to make a cohesive, albeit choppy, video of
seemingly impossible things.
Putting on clothes without
using your hands, multiple
people crawling out of a single
suitcase .. . all to the tune 0£
in this case, Daft Punk.
Spasmodic videos inspire
everyone to go out with their
digital cameras and make a
personal video, that is, until
the people without an extra
22 hours on their hands realize what a chore this actually
is.
This style of video has been
seen in arenas other than just

J. CLIFF GANUS
student reporter

T

his is technically a
review. When asked
to write a review,
the reviewer is given
a fair amount of liberty. Anything from television shows to
new music to public speeches
could be considered for critique in a forum such as this;
Reese's peanut butter cups and you may have read several of
call it a day.
these over the course of your
Perhaps Halloween did
time with the Bison.
originate as All-Hallow'sKc:eping that in mind, I
Eve, which meant local towns
have chosen to cover an area
people would commemorate
of cinematography not often
the past martyrs and saints. It
discussed for its actual content
later became something fun,
but more for the novelty of
innocent and a good propathe idea. OK, enough ramganda campaign instead of a
bling.
morbid celebration. Now it
has turned into a time of apYouTube movies are
prehension combined with
becoming some of the most
adolescents, whq are clearly
watched things in the entertoo old to dress up in costainment industry. So much
tumes, terrorizing the neighso that the Web site has
borhood.
recently been purchased for
OK, maybe I sound old,
but you have to admit how
annoying it is to try to drive
down the street on Halloween, only to have some goofy
kid throwing pumpkins in the
street and nearly m_issing my
car. If you happen to fit this
description, there is nothing original about smashing a
pumpKin. I'm sorry to be the
one to burst your bubble that
L
9
8
L
6
you are not the first genius to
discover large objects do, in
fact, make oig messes.
·
£
L
9
l
Srudents are no longer al~
lowed to dress up at the Hal8
6
l
loween parties and can't even
bring homemade goodies
in fear someone has tainted
L
6
9
8
£
them. Kids no longer dress
up as the gang from "The
L
Wizard of Oz." Today you see
£
l
them mirroring the celebs in
Hollywood or characters on
L
9
L
8
television, half clothed. Who
lets them out of the house and
who even bought them these
6
L
9
cosrumes in the first place?
Pretty soon, Halloween may
become Anarchy Day w~ere
£
L
6
l
everything'god irtto complete
mayhem. Call me paranoid if
l" 8
L
£
you will, but one thin!? is for
certain, Halloween isn t what
it used to be.
I miss the days of fall festivals, carving pumpkins and
costume parties. While they .
aren't completely extinct, the
~e~line is getting steep. '!his
1sn t a cry out to not lettmg
go of the pasi:, but rather a
simple curiosity of where are
traditions going? Whether
it's Halloween, Christmas
or what have you, I say let's
keep certain traditions simple
they way they were intended.
There is nothing wrong with
simplicity and innocence,
especially when everything
else around us can become so
polluted and complex. Halloween should remain a sweet
prelude to Thanksgivin_g rather than a cry from contused
teenagers. After all, it's free
candy, and who would want
to ruin a good thing like that?

Too Many Tricks

Too Few Treats

T

he leaves have
slightly changed
colors. The temperature finally got
colder, then hot again and
back down to cold. The key
indicator of aurumn's arrival is
the sale of pumpkins in front
of every grocery store. There
are no longer any back-toschool signs posted in stores,
even though schobl started
two months ago. Instead, it's
the beginning of the holiday
season when every month has
something to celebrate, beginninl? with Halloween.
Ive never b'een one to
think of Halloween as anything sacrilegious~ It's always
been presented as the one
time, as a child, I could indulge in candy and not be lectured for it spoiling my dinner
or rotting my teedi, although
I still had restrictions on how
much I could eat in one sitting. Halloween used to be
that special night when a kid
could dress up just like any
character he or she dreamed
of being or thought would be
fun at Least for a one-time occasion. My personal favorites
were the classic r.rincess, and
the cheerleader (I never had
the talent for gymnastics; this
was my glory day).
I never thought I would
ever hear myself say this, but
Halloween just isn t what is
used to be in my day. I remember having parties in
elementary school when everyone dressed up and at the
end of the day tnere was a big
party complete with cupcakes,
cookies and candy corn.
Trick-or-treating was safe.
Children could go down the
street with ease, with no cares
in the world except the curiosity of which house supplied
the best candy and which
were giving out raisins. That
was then, when I was 6 years
old and could tag along with
my brother and sister and still
be safe.
Let's fast-forward to today
and look for a moment at how
sad this holiday has become.
Instead of sending their children down the street to collect their free candy, parents
follow closely to their young,
armed with mace and a bat to
ward off any peculiar-looking
people. Even after the trickor-treating part is over, par~
en ts have to practically send
the candy off to the lab and
wait around co see if they will
come back drug free. After all
the trouble, what's the point
anymore? I say you might as
well stay at home, buy some

"YouTube movies are becoming
some of the most watched
things in"the entertainment
industry."

crowd gets crazier and crazier.
If there is one thing we can
all learn from this video, it is
that some people can d o weird
things with their bodies.
YouTube, 80s m usic videos
3. Man Dancing.
and McDonald's commercials
Matt Harding has created
to name a few. But when
at least two videos of himself
online, there are more choices, dancing, if it can be called
more creativity and, of course, dancing. The cool part, howmore accessibility.
ever, is the fact that he dances
2. Rubber Boy.
in remarkable locations all
Early in the existence of
over the world. Just doing his
YouTube, there was a video
little jig in Chile, the same jig
that everyone had seen called
he did in Antarctica . .. yes,
"Rubber Boy." It was a home
Antarctica.
movie consisting of a boy on
His act was picked up ~y
a high school stage, seemingly a long-lasting gum company,
during a talent show. The
and since rhen he has been
music starts and he begins
able to travel more.
a mildly interesting dance
There are gazillions of
- until, all of the sudden, he
movies on YouTube, in every
collapses into a puddle .. . and genre. This is by no means
then worms himself back up.
an exhaustive representation
He continues to fluidly move
of the selection. Just a little
his limbs in a rubber-like fash- something to start a hunion for the next two minutes,
ger. So go ahead, broadcast
all the while the high school
yourself.
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Let us help you discover all that Searcy has to offerl
c::
Q

<

After meeting at Harding University in the 1970s, we chose
to make Searcy our home in 1991. Searcy has so much more
to offer than just Race Street...great neighborhoods,
excellent schools, thriving churches and property values that
make for outstanding quality of life.

2004 RE/MAX Arkansas Rookie of the Yeor
With our combined experience and emphasis on customer
service, we've been the #1 re.al estate team the post 2 years.
You can trust that we'll meet your needs.

200511 in sales (dollars ond transoctions
-Searcy Bourd of Reoltors)
Whether you re looking for investment/ rental property, a
home in which to raise a family, aplace to enjoy your
retirement or land on which to build your dream home,
Searcy has it! Let us help you find what you're looking for in
the city "where thousands live like millions wish they
could."
1

208611 in sol s{dollars ond transortions
~ S.n.y Boom of Reakors)

C'ome 'see us ot the
new RE/MAX Centerl
r e unite
with o ld friends.

wireless inte rne t

d e lic ious food

We ore available to help yo~ any time,. Please give us o call I
Phil 501.593.1700 /Judy • 501.593.1800

Opens @ 7:OOam on Saturday
More space with our 900 sq. ft. deck
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